INTRODUCTION
Good quality images are always desired by everyone, because the objects in the good quality images are clear and quite perceptible to everyone. Sometimes, someone may have a very rare and valuable image in low quality because the visual quality of an image depends on various factors like recording, recording device, light incident on the objects and processing etc. There are several low quality image types, and low contrast image is one of the low quality image types. Low contrast images are those whose intensity levels of the pixels are in narrow range. The visual quality of such type of images can be improved using different enhancement techniques in different domain like spatial domain, frequency domain etc. Several image enhancement techniques have been introduced and developed by different authors. Linear contrast stretching and histogram equalization are two widely utilized methods for global image enhancement [1] - [5] . Although these methods are simple, they do not define local details. The enhancement techniques based on local contrast are necessary because the image characteristics differ considerably from one region to another in the same image. There are several local contrast enhancement methods. The adaptation of histogram stretching method over a neighbourhood around the candidate pixel was used by Dorst [6] for local contrast stretching, then it was followed by several modifications [7] - [9] of histogram equalization based on adapting the same over a sub-region of the image. Lee [10] , [11] suggested a local contrast stretching method that makes use of local statistics of a predefined neighbourhood in modifying the gray level of a pixel. Another local contrast enhancement method was designed by Narendra and Fitch [12] so that the amplification factor too to be a function of the pixel based on the local gray level statistics over the same neighbourhood in which contrast gain is inversely proportional to Local Standard Deviation (LSD). However, Dah-Chung [13] observed that image enhancement with contrast gain which is constant or inversely proportional to the LSD produces either ringing artifacts or noise over enhancement due to the use of too large contrast gains in regions with high and low activities and developed a new method in which gain is a non-linear function of LSD. A multi-window extension of the technique that the contrast gain is inversely proportional to the LSD was introduced by Schutte [14] and showed how the window sizes should be chosen. An improved multi-window real-time high frequency enhancement scheme based on LSD in which gain is a non-linear function of the detail energy was implemented by Sascha [15] . However, some enhancement methods which are using the LSD suffer from divide by zero conditions when LSD's of some pixels of the input image are having the value zero. This divide by zero condition can be overcome [16] by modifying the LSD's, changing with a very small negligible value. Although the local contrast enhancements improved the quality of the low contrast images, there is still a room needed for global contrast enhancement because the image enhanced by local contrast methods may be still poor in global contrast for some images. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews some global contrast enhancement methods. Section 3 describes the proposed method. Section 4 shows experimental results and discussion. And Section 5 is for conclusion.
REVIEW ON SOME GLOBAL CONTRAST ENHANCEMENT METHODS
Some global contrast enhancement methods are reviewed in this section. First, among the automatic enhancement methods, Global Histogram Equalization (GHE) is one of the most common global contrast enhancement methods. Here, the histogram equalization transformation for the interval [0, L-1] can be defined [2] as
where k=0,1,2,…,L-1, r k is a pixel in the input image, S k is the corresponding pixel in the output image, p r (r j ) is the Probability Density Function of r j , MN is the total number of pixels in the image and n j is the number of pixels that have intensity r j . Although GHE is one of the most frequently used enhancement methods, it is not always desirable [17] because over enhancement is occurred in some parts of the output image and some parts of the output image are under exposure, i.e. some information are defined. There is no user's option to control the enhancement level to employ this method.
Next is one of the methods whose enhancement is controlled by two user defined parameters. As a simple implementation, the following method [1] can be employed using two user defined parameters: 
where F(x,y)=0 if (m*f(x,y)-n)<0, or F(x,y)=1 if (m*f(x,y)-n)>1, F(x,y) is the output image, f(x,y) is the input image, m is a global multiplier and n is a real value such that m>0, n>=0.
When the appropriate values of m and n are already known for the enhancement of the input image, this method is the fastest one [1] . If the values of m and n are to be guessed, it may try for many times for the proper values of m and n. For determining the appropriate values of m and n, the histogram of the relevant image is very helpful. By choosing different values of m and n, the user can get various options. The user can fine tune the enhancement of an image with more number of user defined parameters. However, the user's convenience may be less in choosing the desired combination from different combinations of m and n. It is a fact that when there is no user defined parameter, no option is available to the user. When there are two or more user defined parameters, choosing the desired combination of the values of the parameters may lead to user's inconvenience. From the point of view of user's convenience, a semiautomatic, single user defined parameter control is preferable if it is possible.
SEMI-AUTOMATIC GLOBAL CONTRAST ENHANCEMENT (SAGCE)
A semi-automatic version of global contrast enhancement method can be implemented by increasing or decreasing a contrast value from a threshold value for each of the pixel value of the image as ()
where, f o is the output pixel value, f i is the input pixel value, C is the contrast gain factor, g mean is the global mean of the pixel values of the image and the threshold too. Here, g mean may be different in values from one image to another image. Now, equation (3) can be improved by bringing the g mean to a fixed value, 0.5 which is the mid value of the intensity range of an image, [0, 1]. Thus, equation (3) 
With this equation (4), global mean of the pixel values of the original image is always brought into the value 0.5 automatically after the enhancement. There is not a single problem whether the original g mean is greater than 0.5 or less than 0.5, the value of the global mean becomes 0.5 after the process. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In Fig. 1(a) , the g mean of pixel p1 with value 0.3 and pixel p2 with value 0.5 is 0.4, which is the condition for less than 0.5. In Fig. 1(b) , the g mean of pixel p1 with value 0.5 and pixel p2 with value 0.7 is 0.6, which is the condition for greater than 0.5. Here, the value of C is taken as 1 for both of Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) . In both of the cases, the enhanced value of g mean is 0.5 which is a fixed value, and the enhanced values of p1 and p2 become the corresponding values given by the equation (4) after the process.
(a) When the original g mean is less than 0.5 (b) When the original g mean is greater than 0.5
Fig.1. Illustration of Equation (4)
If the input image is much narrow in the intensity level, the contrast gain factor C is needed to be larger. When the input image is less narrow in the intensity level, C is needed to be smaller. Using only C, the user can control the enhancement of the given input image.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The proposed algorithm has been tested on various input images using MATLAB 7.13.0.564 and the results compared with Global Histogram equalization (GHE) and the method of equation (2) which is controlled by two user defined parameters. Fig.2 shows the enhanced output images processed with three different methods. Fig.2 (a) is the original image. Fig.2 (b) is the enhanced output image of Fig.2 (a) , processed with GHE. Fig.2 (c) is the enhanced output image of Fig.2 (a) , processed with equation (2) with m=1.8 and n=0.14. And Fig.2 (d) is the enhanced output image of Fig.2 (a) , processed with SAGCE with C=0.8. Here, some of the trees and plants are under exposure for the image processed by GHE and some information is not defined in some walls of the buildings due to over exposure. .3 shows the histograms of the images shown in Fig.2 . Here, Fig.3 (a), Fig.3 (b), Fig.3 (c) and Fig.3 (d) are the histograms of Fig.2 (a), Fig.2 (b), Fig.2 (c) and Fig.2 (d) respectively. Fig.3 (a) is the histogram of the original image. Here, the majority of the pixels reside densely in the left side of the histogram. And the others, Fig.3 (b) -Fig.3 (d) are showing the pixels in a distributed form as the corresponding methods.
Some more enhanced output images are shown in Fig.4 for another sample image. Fig.4 (a) is the original image. Fig.4 (b) is the enhanced output image of Fig.4 (a) , processed with GHE. Fig.4 (c) is the enhanced output image of Fig.4 (a) , processed with equation (2) with m=3.0 and n=1.35. And Fig.4 (d) is the enhanced output image of Fig.4 (a) , processed with SAGCE with C=1.5. Here, it is difficult to identify the working man in the field in the output image processed by GHE due to the over exposure of the enhancement.
(a) Original (b) GHE (c) Equation (2) Fig.4 . Here, Fig.5 (a), Fig.5 (b), Fig.5 (c) and Fig.5 (d) are the histograms of Fig.4 (a), Fig.4 (b), Fig.4 (c) and Fig.4 (d) respectively. Fig.5 (a) is the histogram of the original image. Here, the majority of the pixels reside densely in the right side of the histogram. And the others, Fig.5 (b) -Fig.5 (d) are showing the pixels in a distributed form as the corresponding methods. (2) and SAGCE methods, the functions used are linear functions and for GHE, the function used is non-linear. By the observations of the enhanced output images, it is found that the output image produced by GHE appears good as a whole image, however, if we look into details of the image, some portions would be found over exposed and some portions would be underexposed in the same image for some images. Although these over exposed and under exposed portions, there is no chance for adjustment of enhancement with GHE because of its automatic system. And using equation (2) or SAGCE, the over exposure and under exposure can be controlled using the user defined parameters. Equation (2) can even control the enhancement more effectively than that of SAGCE. However, using two parameters, m and n in equation (2) The system of processing is automatic.
The system of processing is simple and manual.
The system of processing is semiautomatic.
No control option is available.
It is controlled with two user's defined parameters, and it is having several options.
It is controlled with single user's defined parameters.
The function used is a non-linear function.
The function used is a linear function.
Due to the automatic nature of the processing system, it is the most user convenient method, however, some portions of the output image is over exposed or under exposed for some kind of images, and it is not adjustable.
It is having more adjustable facility in the enhancement of the input image because of two user's defined parameters. However, there may be less in userconvenience.
This system is more user convenient than that of equation (2) because of its semiautomatic nature, and the enhancement of the input image too can be adjustable with the single userdefined parameter.
CONCLUSION
Local Contrast Enhancement is limited to global contrast for some images. For the need of global contrast, many global contrast enhancement methods have been utilized. This paper presents the implementation of a semi-automatic global contrast enhancement using a single user defined parameter, which is very convenient to the user. This semi-automatic global contrast enhancement method will be a good step for the combination with other local contrast enhancement methods because some of the global contrast enhancement methods cannot be combined with other local contrast enhancement methods. The combination of this semi-automatic global contrast enhancement method and other local contrast enhancement method is the subject of future interest.
